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8 Money and number patterns

How much money is inside each purse?

1.  2.  3. 

Answer the questions about these patterns that have been made with stars 

and hearts.

1. 

How is this pattern made?  

What number is missing? 

2. 

How is this pattern made?   

What should the last number in this pattern be? 

Money and number patterns

Beginner Number and Algebra

How much money is inside each purse?

?

?
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9Length

Answer the questions about this height chart.

1. What is the shortest thing on the height chart?  

2. What is the tallest thing on the height chart?   

3. What is closest in size to Ellie?  

4. How much taller is the Brachiosaurus than the giraffe?   

5. Write the things that appear on the height chart in order from the shortest to 

the tallest.  

Length

Beginner Measurement and Geometry

Answer the questions about this height chart.

Brachiosaurus: 
12 metres

Ellie: 
1 metre

Small tree:
3 metres

3-storey building: 
11 metres

Giraffe: 
5 metres
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96 Adding ‘ing’

Put the Balls in the Right Boxes

Sort the words inside the balls into groups by adding ‘ing’ to each word using 

one of the three rules.

Adding ‘ing’ where some words stay the same, some need a double 
consonant and some need the vowel ‘e’ dropped

Medium Spelling

answer

change

leave

hope

run

win

start

stop

set

hide
carry

jump

Words that 
don’t change 

Double the 
consonant 

for words with 
one syllable 

that end with a 
consonant 

Drop the ‘e’ for 
words ending 

in ‘e’ 

start
jump

Words that 

Double the 
consonant 

for words with 
Drop the ‘e’ for 
words ending 
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97Commonly misspelled words

Commonly misspelled words

The highlighted word in each of these sentences is spelled incorrectly. Write 

the correct spelling for each highlighted word in the box. 

1. My fartha is going to take me fi shing today.

2. Milly thort she put her lunch in her bag.

3. The contry where I was born is called Australia.

4. I have a big map of the werld on my bedroom wall.

5. You shood clean your teeth before you go to bed.

6. My mum cooked pizza whyle I did my homework.

Read the text, Going into Space. Each sentence has one spelling mistake in it. 

Write the correct spelling for that word in the box.

Going into Space

The rocket is blasting off and leaving planet Erth.

The astronauts are strapped into their seets.

The rocket will go strait up into the sky.

It is going into space to take pichurs of the Moon.

The Moon travels arownd our planet. 

The Moon rizez in the east.
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278

How to Get to Miss Myrtle’s School for Witches and Wizards

You are going to write a procedural text that gives directions for how to get 

to Miss Myrtle’s School for Witches and Wizards. Your directions will begin in a 

broom cupboard and the fi rst one is done for you.

Before you start writing think about:

•	 the title you will give your directions

•	 the magical ways that need to be taken to arrive at the school 

•	 what has to be done at each step

•	 how to write your instructions clearly and simply

•	 how to let the reader know when they have arrived at their destination.

Be sure to:

•	 use scrap paper to plan your writing. 

You might like to revisit pages 26–30 

to help with your planning

•	 write out the directions in order

•	 use action verbs such as: 

‘take’, ‘fl y’, ‘turn’ and ‘run’

•	 write your directions on the 

next page.

Directions: procedural

Directions: procedural 

Advanced Procedural Writing

use scrap paper to plan your writing. 

You might like to revisit pages 26–30 

write out the directions in order
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280 Sample Test

Recipe: procedure

How to Make an Invisibility Potion

You are going to write a recipe that gives instructions for making an 

invisibility potion. This potion is make-believe and uses magic and 

magical or unusual ingredients.

Before you start writing think about:

•	 what the potion will be made in 

and what magical or unusual 

ingredients will be needed. Be 

sure to include quantities and 

amounts where necessary

•	 what has to be done at   

each step

•	 how to write your instructions 

clearly and simply.

Be sure to:

•	 use scrap paper to plan your writing

•	 give your recipe a title that conveys what is to be made

•	 list all the things that will be needed 

•	 consider the order of the instructions and check that they follow on in 

the right order

•	 use action verbs such as: ‘pour’, ‘stir’ and ‘mix’

•	 write your recipe for an invisibility potion on the next page.

Before you start writing think about:

what the potion will be made in 

and what magical or unusual 

ingredients will be needed. Be 

sure to include quantities and 

Sample Test: Procedural Writing

Sample Test: Procedural Writing
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